
Junk Yard Drill Team 
 
A drill team is a marching 
unit that performs military 

style maneuvers in parades, at 
air shows, football half-time 

shows, and other public venues. The 
purpose is to show what excellence, hard 

work, and teamwork, are like in working as a tightly 
engaged ensemble. 
 
What is the process? Gather several of the same small 
items. They need to be: either the exact same size, shape, 
weight, and color, OR they need to make a pattern [such 
as two small, two medium, and two large, or all pastel.] 
 
Your group must have all of the same items, and/or you 
may have more than one set of items. Each group will 
create a drill team routine with these things [much like 
the rifle squad of the military]. These are not dances, but 
dancing is allowed only as support to the drill routine, 
not as the main focus. You are welcome to add music as 
long as there are no words.  
 
What should it look like? The performance should be 
creative, larger than life, and it should demonstrate a 
high level of teamwork and precision. Timing is very 
important. You should explore the following: 
• sound • eye contact 
• movement • facial expressions 
• levels • locomotion 
• working in unison • tableaux 
• using the entire stage • duets & trio work 
The object is to exercise as many of the dramatic 
elements as possible while maintaining teamwork, 
creativity, and precision.  
 
When do we perform? My due dates always change 
because I want to make sure you have ample time to 
rehearse, but let’s schedule it for the week 
__________________. This project will take about two 
weeks to rehearse. You will critique a variety of groups 
as part of this experience.  
 
About your groups: OMG, you get to pick your own 
groups… You will assign a stage manager—be sure to 
pick a very responsible person. FYI: many a friendship 
has been tried during this project so pick people you can 
work with. I reserve the right to change [add or delete] 
any group members.  
 
Beginnings & Endings: Your team will begin and end 
with an engaging tableau. Too, your team will need a 
name and a title for your routine. You routine must be @ 

least 2 minutes long. Additional slate info will arrive 
soon. 
 
What about costumes? Your team must look unified. 
Now, don’t go out and buy something, but your team 
must all look the same—for example, everyone wears 
black or white t-shirts and dark jeans. [Remember our 
school policy about t-shirts, just bring them to class and 
change for performance day.] And about those 
trousers—keep ‘em at your waist… 
 
What are some examples of drill team items? Gather 
items that create a nice visual or audio pattern. Take time 
to discuss the characteristics of the items you are 
considering. Ask yourself, “How can we make this more 
interesting?” The following items are usually easy to 
find and will do nicely: 
 
q Rulers 
q Umbrellas 
q Scarves 
q Canes 
q Flags 

q Musical instruments 
q Plungers 
q Drum sticks 
q Pots, pans, and 

wooden spoons 
Really, though, the 
sky’s the limit! 

 
 
Daily Rehearsal Points: Each day your group rehearses 
successfully, you will receive points. Your Stage 
Manager will record what you did each day on a 
rehearsal sticker on your envelope. So pick a super 
responsible stage manager! Daily rehearsal labels must 
be dated and list more than just “rehearsed.” Your first 
prop due date is ________________; groups w/o all 
props will lose ½ of their rehearsal points. Everyone 
must have a list of group members’ contact numbers in 
case a group member is absent. If no one has this 
information and I ask for it, your group loses points. 

 
Standards: Artistic Perception 1.1, 1.2; Creative Expression 2.1, 2.2;  

Aesthetic Valuing 4.2; Connections, Relationships, Application 5.1, 5.2 



 
Junk  Yard  D ri l l  Te am  R ubr i c  

Your	  slate	  is	  an	  individual	  grade—the	  rest	  is	  a	  group	  grade.	  You	  will	  also	  receive	  a	  collaboration	  grade	  filled	  out	  from	  each	  group	  member.	  2	  or	  more	  members	  
must	  agree	  on	  a	  certain	  misbehavior	  for	  it	  to	  be	  counted	  against	  you.	  Your	  collaboration	  grade	  contains	  as	  many	  points	  as	  the	  performance	  grade.	  	  
	  

 Karaoke Singers 10 pts each box Opener/Warm Up Band 15 pts each box Rock Star 20 pts each box Comments 
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q I announce my name so only front 
rows can hear [Q] 

q I move my hands/feet/body [M] 
q I have to start my part again or talk 

too fast or people can’t understand 
me [R/D/P] 

q I forget to look at speaker who’s 
talking [L] 
 
Q = Quiet   M = Movement   
L = Look   R = Rehearsal    
D = Diction    P = Pace 

q I announce my name loudly so 
middle rows can hear [Q] 

q I stand straight with no distracting 
movements yet might look tense 
[M] 

q I say my part and everyone can 
understand me [D] 

q I look at speaker who’s talking but 
might look at the floor/ceiling 
before my part [L] 
 

q I announce my name loudly & 
with smiling energy so back rows 
can hear [Q] 

q I stand straight with no distracting 
movements and look relaxed [M] 

q I say my part and everyone can 
understand me [D] 

q I look at speaker while talking 
right away [L] 
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q Props aren’t the same or not used 

in a cool way 
q Everyone looks like they are trying 

to remember their next parts  
q Can’t get everyone to all three 

levels or tableaux are boring 
q Tableaux aren’t used to transition  
q No cool solo/duet/trio work—

mostly unison moves 
q Transitions are sloppy  

 

 
q Props are mostly the same [pattern 

/ size / shape / color] & used in an 
cool way  

q Some of us look like we are trying 
to remember our next parts 

q Everyone gets to all three levels 
and tableaux look good 

q Tableaux move us cleanly to next 
sequence/part of our routine  

q We have a some solo, duet/trio as 
well as unison work; 
choreography isn’t all about the 
unison 

q Transitions are crisp  

 
q Props are exactly the same [pattern 

/ size / shape / color] & used in an 
dramatic way  

q Everyone is smiling—if we make a 
mistake, the audience would never 
know 

q Tableaux rock with all 3 levels 
q Dynamic Tableaux move us 

cleanly to next sequence/part of 
our routine  

q We have a variety solo, duet/trio as 
well as unison work; unison 
moves make other groups want to 
steal them… 

q Transitions are smooth & crisp 
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q Teams not unified by costume will 

lose 50 points… 
q We forget to say “Scene” or don’t 

wait until we are all ready 
q We may break concentration or 

cue one another if someone makes 
a mistake  

q We use some of stage space but 
not the DS apron 

q Drill less than 2.0 minutes will 
lose 50 points… 

 
q Teams not unified by costume will 

lose 50 points… 
q We say “Scene” at the right time, 

but not very loudly  
q We all maintain concentration but 

may advertise a mistake  
q We use most of the stage space 

including the DS apron 
q Drill less than 2.0 minutes will 

lose 50 points… 

 
q Our costumes rock 
q We say “Scene” and everyone 

hears us 
q We maintain tight concentration 
q We know our parts so well that if 

we did make mistake, the audience 
would never know 

q We use the entire stage space 
including the DS apron 

q Drill is @ least 2.0 minutes long 
after we says, “Scene” 
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q We begin with a tableau, but it 

might not have 3 levels  
q We end with a tableau but may 

not: hold for 5 sec, it doesn’t have 
3 levels, or it’s boring [2 things] 

q Someone doesn’t says “End scene”  
 
 

 
q We start with a tableau using all 3 

levels but it might be boring 
q We end with a tableau but may 

not: hold for 5 sec, it doesn’t have 
3 levels, or it’s boring [1 thing] 

q Someone says “End scene” too 
soon or isn’t loud enough  
 
 

 
q We start junk yard drill with super 

tableau using all 3 levels 
q We end scene decisively and hold 

a super duper tableau using all 3 
levels for a full 5 seconds  

q Speaker says “End scene” loudly 
after full five seconds 
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q - 50 points for any costume malfunction [we don’t want to see your underwear or watch you tug up your trousers…]  
q - 50 points for teams not unified by costume  
q - 50 points if anyone is chewing gum… 

 
Standards: Artistic Perception 1.1, 1.2; Creative Expression 2.1, 2.2;  



Aesthetic Valuing 4.2; Connections, Relationships, Application 5.1, 5.2 


